Summary: gKaKs is a codon-based genome-level Ka/Ks computation pipeline developed and based on programs from four widely used packages: BLAT, BLASTALL (including bl2seq, formatdb and fastacmd), PAML (including codeml and yn00) and KaKs_Calculator (including 10 substitution rate estimation methods). gKaKs can automatically detect and eliminate frameshift mutations and premature stop codons to compute the substitution rates (Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks) between a well-annotated genome and a non-annotated genome or even a poorly assembled scaffold dataset. It is especially useful for newly sequenced genomes that have not been well annotated. We applied gKaKs to estimate the genome-wide substitution rates in five pairs of closely related species. The average Ka and Ks computed by gKaKs were consistent with previous studies. We also compared the Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks of mouse and rat orthologous protein-coding genes estimated by gKaKs and based on the alignments generated by PAL2NAL. Results from two methods are compatible.
INTRODUCTION
Open reading frames (ORFs) are embedded in genomic DNA sequences. Once detected, ORF sequences can be aligned at either DNA or protein levels. Because of the degeneracy of genetic codes, protein sequences are more conserved than DNA sequences. Therefore, protein sequences can be used to compare two ORFs with greater evolutionary distance and provide fundamental biological and evolutionary information of DNA sequences.
Previously, sequence alignment programs for ORFs, such as Bioperl toolkit (Stajich et al., 2002) , RevTrans (Wernersson and Pedersen, 2003) , transAlign (Bininda-Emonds, 2005) , PAL2NAL (Suyama et al., 2006) , TranslatorX (Abascal et al., 2010) and MACSE (Ranwez et al., 2011) , use a consecutive three-step approach: (i) translation of nucleotide sequences into protein sequences; (ii) alignment of protein sequences; and (iii) alignment of DNA sequences according to protein alignment. However, this three-step alignment approach is highly sensitive to frameshift and non-sense mutations. Such mutations are common in genomic datasets, and they can be the result of either sequencing errors or true evolutionary events leading to loss of function or neo-functionalized gene copies (Ranwez et al., 2011) . In addition, the three-step alignment approach also creates a problem when the aligned sequences do not have annotated ORFs, or homologous genes have only partial sequences originating from a common ancestor. In this study, we present an alternative 'codon-based alignment' approach where DNA sequences are directly aligned while also considering codon information. Codon-aware alignment based on BLAT and bl2seq programs automatically aligns coding sequences (CDSs) from a reference genome to another genome sequences, deleting the non-homologous sequences such as those existing in a pair of partial duplicated genes. It automatically handles the existence of multiple frameshift mutations and/or early stop codons in both input DNA sequences. After the alignment, the pipeline uses codeml/ yn00 in PAML (Yang, 2007) or other 10 algorithms in KaKs_Calculator (Zhang et al., 2006) to compute the Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks of the aligned homologous sequence pairs, which can be based on 420 genetic codon models. We named the whole pipeline 'gKaKs'. In terminology of gKaKs pipeline, Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks are equivalent to dN, dS and dN/dS, respectively.
IMPLEMENTATION
gKaKs uses programs from four widely used bioinformatics packages: BLAT (Kent, 2002) , bl2seq, formatdb and fastacmd from BLASTALL (Altschul et al., 1990) , codeml/yn00 from PAML (Yang, 2007) and KaKs_Calculator (Zhang et al., 2006) . gKaKs inputs data from two genomes, both data in a 'fasta' file format. The reference genome sequences must include CDSs and have an accompanying '.gff/gtf' file that contains the CDS coordinate information. The target genome sequences can be either CDSs or genomic DNA sequences. Implementation of gKaKs includes four basic steps: (i) identification of homologues to reference species genes via BLAT; (ii) alignment of each exon CDS of the reference species' genes to the homologous sequences in the target genome via bl2seq; (iii) consolidation of all the exon CDS alignments together, deletion of non-triplet indels/early stop codons and recording of the alignments that have frameshift mutations, stop codons and other errors; and (iv) calculation of the Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks for each homologous sequence pair via codeml/yn00 or other 10 methods in KaKs_Calculator. In addition to genome-wide analysis, gKaKs can also be used to *To whom correspondence should be addressed. The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the first two authors should be regarded as joint First Authors.
compute Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks values for a list of known homologous gene pairs. The implementation of gKaKs for a list of homologous gene pairs can be carried out using the file with the gene names of homologous genes pairs, two 'fasta' files containing the reference CDSs and target CDSs and the '.gtf/gff' file that records coordinates of the reference CDSs. Further, one caution about gKaKs is that the process of BLAT can generate a large number of gaps if two genomes are highly divergent; therefore, gKaKs pipeline performs better for comparison of closely related species with sequence similarity at least 70%. More detail about gKaKs pipeline is shown in Supplementary Figure S1 and at the website http://longlab.uchicago.edu/?q¼gKaKs.
We tested gKaKs in five species pairs: human versus chimpanzee, mouse versus rat, Drosophila melanogaster versus Drosophila simulans, Oryza sativa versus Oryza glaberrima, and Arabidopsis thaliana versus Arabidopsis lyrata (Supplementary Table S1 ). For each pair, the former species was treated as the reference genome of which both the CDSs and the '.gff/gtf' file were used. The latter species was treated as the non-annotated genome of which only the genome sequences were used. We used genome sequences from five chromosomes and implemented gKaKs pipeline for substitution rate estimations. We estimated Ka and Ks using four methods: codeml (Goldman and Yang, 1994) , yn00 (Yang, 2007) , NG (Nei and Gojobori, 1986) and LWL (Li et al., 1985) . The distribution of Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks values are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 Table S2 ; Andrea et al., 2002; Hughes and Friedman, 2009; Wolf et al., 2009; Yang and Gaut, 2011) . Based on Ka/Ks, we further identified genes that potentially evolved under positive selection (with Ka/Ks41). Overall, we identified 1400 gene pairs in human-chimpanzee, 172 gene pairs in mouse-rat, 137 gene pairs in D.melanogaster-D.simulans, 4463 gene pairs in O.sativa-O.glaberrima and 478 gene pairs in A.thaliana-A.lyrata, which might be driven by positive selection.
To further demonstrate the reliability of gKaKs pipeline, we estimated the substitution rates of mouse and rat orthologous genes using alignment from gKaKs and PAL2NAL. PAL2NAL is one of most popular programs for handling multiple ORF sequence comparisons and generating output files for downstream Ka/Ks calculation. However, PAL2NAL is not convenient tool to handle large-scale whole-genome sequence data, and it cannot efficiently align pseudogenes with the presences of frameshift and non-sense mutations. We downloaded the mouse and rat orthologous genes that were annotated by Ensembl Biomart. We only selected 14 700 protein-coding 'one orthologue to one orthologue' genes. codeml was used to estimate the substitution rates for both alignments. As shown in Supplementary Table S3 , estimations between gKaKs and PAL2NAL are compatible, whereas values from gKaKs are smaller than those from PAL2NAL. The difference largely resulted from gKaKs alignment, removing the non-homologous sequences of the orthologous genes whose substitution rates are relatively high.
CONCLUSION
With the advancements of next-generation sequencing technology, large numbers of genome sequences are becoming available rapidly. Comparative genomics analysis between closely related model species with well-annotated genomes and non-model species will provide enormous benefit for functional annotation of non-model species genomes. gKaKs is a useful tool to compute nucleotide substitution rates between genes in well-annotated genomes and their homologous sequences in non-annotated genomes. The results can (i) be used to compute the level of sequence divergence between two species through estimating average Ks and substitution rate; (ii) be used to estimate the number of orthologous/paralogous gene pairs under functional constraints or driven by the positive selection; and (iii) be used as evidence for gene annotation.
